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Sinusitis: should I take antibiotics?
• This decision aid is to help you and your doctor decide whether to use antibiotics when

you or your child has sinusitis (acute rhinosinusitis). This is an infection of the hollow
spaces in the bones of your face.

• This can help you to talk and make a shared decision with your doctor about what is best
for you or your child.

What are the treatment options?
There are 2 options that you can discuss with your doctor:

In the first few days after seeing the 
doctor, more people who take  
antibiotics feel improved compared 
to those who do not take them.  

By 10 days, about the same number 
of people who take antibiotics feel 
improved as people who do not  
take them.

Without antibiotics
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How long do the symptoms last?
• Symptoms (pain in the face, 

blocked nose, or mucous 
dripping from the nose) 
usually get better in 1 to 2 
weeks, without antibiotics.

What causes sinusitis?
• It is usually caused by a virus, but sometimes

by bacteria. It is often hard for your doctor
to tell which.

• It is also called ‘acute rhinosinusitis’. Acute
means it is a short-term infection.

• With either option, symptoms can be 
treated with over-the-counter medicines. 
Some are listed on the next page.

• Talk with your doctor about which might 
be suitable and how much to take.

What are the likely benefits and harms of each option?

These figures show what happens to people at about 10 days after seeing the doctor, in 
those who do take antibiotics and those who do not. Each circle is one person. We can’t  
predict whether you will be one of those who is helped or harmed.

With antibiotics, 3 more people will be improved by 10 days after 
seeing the doctor. 

Most will be improved anyway - with or without antibiotics.

With antibiotics, 12 more people will have problems like  
vomiting and diarrhoea. Other antibiotic harms are:

better by 10 days has problems
better by 10 days due to antibiotics has problems due to antibiotics
is not better by 10 days no problems

-  the cost of buying them 
-  remembering to take them
-  the risk of antibiotic resistance (see next page).
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Taking antibiotics 

Not taking antibiotics  
This means letting the infection get 
better by itself.  
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Questions to consider when talking with your doctor 
Do I need antibiotics?

What happens if I don’t take antibiotics?

Do I know enough about the benefits and harms of: 

- taking antibiotics?

- not taking antibiotics?

Am I clear about which benefits and harms matter most to me?

When should you see a doctor and get further help? 
If symptoms get worse or do not improve in 5 days, or any of these signs develop:

• redness on the face
• problems with your vision

or bulging eyes
• severe headache
• cold or blue hands or feet

with a warm body

Q?
A.

Are there other things I can do? 
• Pain and fever are best treated with over-

the-counter paracetamol or ibuprofen. 
Do not take more than the maximum 
recommended dose. Read the dose 
information on the packet.

• Aspirin should NOT be used by children 
who are younger than 16 years.

• Saline nasal sprays or rinses might 
reduce some symptoms. Do not use in 
young children.

• Decongestants may help if congestion is 
the main symptom. Do not use for more 
than 5 days. Do not use in children under 
6 years. For older children, seek advice 
from your doctor or pharmacist.

• A nasal steroid spray might reduce 
symptoms by a small amount. Seek advice 
about use from your doctor or pharmacist.

Where do these estimates of benefits and harms come from? 
• They are from reviews of the medical evidence of the benefi ts and harms of antibiotics for

acute rhinosinusitis. One is a review of 10 trials of 2450 people. The other is a review of 6 trials
of 781 people.

Why might antibiotics be used?
There might be a special reason why your doctor 
may suggest antibiotics, such as in people with 
very severe illness or other diseases.

• a high fever (over 38.5°C)
• a rash that does not fade when the 

skin is pressed
• pain in the arms and/or legs
• confusion or drowsiness.

What is antibiotic resistance? 
• Using antibiotics means

the bacteria can develop
resistance to the antibiotic.

• This means that antibiotics
will not work if you need
them in the future to treat a bacterial
infection.

• A person who has recently used antibiotics
is more likely to have resistant bacteria in
their body.
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